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Insights from Studying the Origins of Reversible and Irreversible
Capacities on Silicon Electrodes
Pui-Kit Lee, Yingshun Li, and Denis Y. W. Yuz
Battery and Energy Storage Technologies Laboratory, School of Energy and Environment,
City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong
Silicon electrodes can give high capacity as anodes for lithium-ion batteries. However, there has not been much work quantifying
the different contributions to the reversible and irreversible capacities. Here, we report the use of an electrochemical approach –
depth of discharge test – to separate the charge-discharge capacities of crystalline silicon electrodes into four contributions: (1) SEI
formation, (2) lithium accommodation in carbon and binder, (3) lithiation and delithiation of the Si active material, and (4) capacity
loss associated with particle cracking and isolation. We find that the intrinsic coulombic efficiency for the crystalline-to-amorphous
transition of Si during initial cycle is about 90%, which is independent of particle size. SEI formation is estimated to be about 10 mAh
per square meters of active material surface and scales with BET surface area. Mechanical issues and particle isolation are observed
in fully discharged electrode when the amount of binder is less than 20%. Capacity limitation prolongs lifetime of Si electrode, but
the overall performance is governed by the coulombic efficiency (CE) during cycle. Low CE is due to continual SEI formation with
cycling, increase utilization of Si upon cycling, trapping of Li in the material and mechanical failure of the electrode.
© The Author(s) 2016. Published by ECS. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0 License (CC BY, http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted reuse of the work in any
medium, provided the original work is properly cited. [DOI: 10.1149/2.0321701jes] All rights reserved.
Manuscript submitted September 29, 2016; revised manuscript received November 15, 2016. Published December 7, 2016. This
was Paper 515 presented at the Chicago, Illinois, Meeting of the IMLB, June 19–24, 2016. This paper is part of the Focus Issue of
Selected Papers from IMLB 2016 with Invited Papers Celebrating 25 Years of Lithium Ion Batteries.

Silicon has received much attention as a next-generation anode
material for lithium-ion battery (LIB) because it can alloy with Li
electrochemically with a theoretical capacity of ∼3572 mAh g−1 , corresponding to the formation of Li15 Si4 .1,2 Typically, silicon electrodes
show poor cycle performance, which is typically attributed to the large
volume expansion during lithiation, pulverization of the active material, continuous solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) layer growth, etc.3–8
Advanced imaging and characterizations such as transmission electron
microscopy (TEM), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), atomic force
microscopy (AFM), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), timeof-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) and in-situ
dilatometry have helped scientists understand the underlying physical
and mechanical interactions, as well as the chemical reactions in silicon electrodes during charge and discharge.9–13 Though, eventually,
it is the capacities that can be obtained from charge and discharge
in each cycle, and how they can be sustained for a large number of
cycles, that matters the most for battery applications. In this respect,
there are hardly any studies that are able to tell how much of the
measured capacity comes from different processes that are occurring in an electrode. The aim of this study is therefore to establish a
method to understand and quantify the contributions to the reversible
and irreversible capacities of silicon anodes during the initial cycle
and subsequent cycles in order to develop strategies to improve the
stability of the electrodes.
In this paper, we report the use of an electrochemical approach –
depth of discharge test – to separate the charge-discharge capacities of
crystalline silicon electrodes into four different contributions: SEI formation, lithium accommodation in carbon and binder, and lithiation
and delithiation of the active material, and capacity loss associated
with particle cracking and isolation. This is possible because the different contributions show different electrochemical behaviors. Firstly,
we note that SEI is typically formed during the first discharge process above 0.1 V vs. Li/Li+ before the lithiation of silicon (a constant
capacity that is independent of depth of discharge (DOD)).11,14 Thus,
we can quantify this contribution by discharging cells to different
DODs and comparing the reversible and irreversible capacities of the
Si electrode. Secondly, lithium accommodation in carbon and binder
depends on their amounts in the electrode, so we can distinguish this
contribution by comparing electrodes with different compositions.
z
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The remaining capacity can be assigned to lithiation and delithiation
of silicon. Furthermore, we observe that the electrodes with a smaller
amount of binder show much larger irreversible capacity losses. This
difference in capacity, as discussed in the text, is attributed to particle
cracking and isolation due to large volume expansion.
The experimental data are fitted with a simple mathematical model
to separate the obtained capacity into the above four contributions. To
further verify our model, the effects of particle surface area, electrode
composition and type of binder on the reversible and irreversible capacities are also investigated - in particular, capacity corresponding
to SEI formation on the Si particle surface is expected to scale with
surface area; capacity from carbon black and binder is expected to increase if their contents are increased; reversibility in capacity should
be improved with a stronger binder. Findings from these three factors
are presented in the text. The correlation between capacity retention
and mechanical stability is further studied using an in-situ electrochemical dilatometer, where the thickness change of the Si electrode
is measured during charge and discharge. Apart from the initial cycle,
insights can also be obtained from subsequent cycles. Cycle stability is highly influenced by the coulombic efficiency of the electrode
during cycling.
Experimental
Commercial bulk Si powder with a particle size of 1–10 μm (Sigma
Aldrich) is used for the tests. Physical characterization of the material is carried out by scanning electron microscopy (EVO MA10,
Zeiss), Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface area anaylsis (ASAP
2020, micromeritics) and X-ray diffractometry (X’Pert3 Powder Xray Diffractiometer, One PANalytical).
For electrode fabrication, the active material is first mixed
with acetylene black (AB, Alfa Aesar) with a mortar and pestle.
Pre-dissolved carboxylmethyl cellulose sodium salt (CMC, Sigma
Aldrich) in de-ionized water is then added to the powder mixture to
form a slurry, which is then coated onto roughened copper foil using a
doctor blade. Electrodes with different ratios of Si:AB:CMC are made
for comparison. The electrodes are dried on a hot plate at 80◦ C. They
are further cut into 16 mm diameter circular discs, roll-pressed and
dried at 110◦ C for 4 hours in vacuum before being transferred into
an Ar-filled glove box. The typical mass loading of the Si electrode
is about 1 mg cm−1 . The electrodes are then assembled into 2032type coin cells with Celgard separator and Li metal as the counter
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Figure 1. SEM image of (a) commercial Si and (b) ballmilled Si at 200 rpm
for 24 hours.

electrode. 1 M LiPF6 in fluorinated ethylene carbonate (FEC) and
diethyl carbonate (DEC) with a 1:1 volume ratio is used as the electrolyte. Electrodes with Si:AB:polyimide binder (DB100, IST Japan)
in the weight ratio of 6:2:2 (PI-622) are also made and tested for
comparison.
The batteries are typically tested with a constant current of 250
mA g−1 between 0.01–1 V using a Neware Battery Test System. All
capacities and current rates are calculated based on the mass of silicon
in the electrode. For the depth of discharge test, multiple cells are first
made and each of them discharged to different capacities (500, 1000,
1500, 2000, 2500, 3000 mAh g−1 and fully discharged). The cells are
then charged to 1 V vs. Li/Li+ . These cells were then continued to
be cycled with the same capacity limitation, or until the cell voltage
reaches 0.01 V.
To further investigate the effect of particle size and surface area on
reversible and irreversible capacities, the silicon powder is ballmilled
at 200 rpm under Argon atmosphere for 24 hours (Pulverisette 7
premium line, Fritsch). The ballmilled Si powder is then made into
electrodes and test cells, and tested with the depth of discharge test as
described above.
Mechanical issue within the electrode is investigated by in-situ
dilatometry (EL-cell, ECD-2). 9 mm Si electrode is loaded into a
sealed cell and the thickness change of the electrode is monitored
through a membrane by a linear voltage displacement transducer
(LVDT) during charge and discharge. The resolution of the LVDT is
50 nm. The dilatometer was previously used to measure Si electrodes
with various binders, and the thickness changes are cross-checked to
be accurate.13
Results and Discussion
Materials characterization.—SEM images of bulk Si and
ballmilled Si are shown in Figures 1a and 1b. Bulk Si particles have
irregular shapes with a size in the range of 1–10 μm. On the other
hand, ballmilled Si particles have spherical shape with size from several hundred nm to 5 μm. Both bulk and ballmilled Si are crystalline
in nature, as verified by XRD measurements (not shown here). The

Figure 2. First cycle discharge-charge curves. (a) CMC-433 electrodes with
different capacity limit and (b) CMC-433 and CMC-811 electrodes that are
fully discharged to 0.01 V.

BET surface area for the bulk and ballmilled Si particles is 1.6 m2
g−1 and 6.6 m2 g−1 , indicating that the surface area is significantly
increased after ballmill treatment.
Depth of discharge test.—Electrodes with Si:AB:CMC = 4:3:3
are initially tested. These electrodes are called CMC-433 from now
on for simplicity, with the three numbers corresponds to the ratio of
active material, carbon black and binders. Identical cells are made
and they are discharged to different capacity limits (DOD), and then
charged to 1 V. The discharge and charge curves of seven of the cells
are plotted in Figure 2a. Since the first discharge curves for all seven
cells overlap each other, only the fully discharged curve is shown in
the figure and the “X’s” mark the end point of the different cells.
One can see that during initial discharge, the electrodes show a small
capacity of about 100 mAh g−1 above 0.05 V, followed by a relatively
flat discharge plateau at around 0.05 V vs. Li/Li+ . This flat plateau is
characteristics of the crystalline-to-amorphous transformation during
initial lithiation process.15,16 For the charge curves, one can see that
the larger the discharge capacity, the larger the charge capacity. Most
charging curves show a slanted region between 0.2 and 0.45 V followed by a curved region. For the fully discharged cell, the charging
curve is different from the others, with the absence of the slanted
region between 0.2 and 0.45 V. This is associated with the removal of
Li from the crystalline Li15 Si4 , which is formed in the material during
deep discharge.17
The measured 1st cycle charge capacity from each cell is the reversible capacity obtained for a given discharge capacity. Because of
non-zero contributions from SEI formation, carbon and binder, rather
than calculating the overall coulombic efficiency after full discharge
and charge, it is more instructive to plot the initial charge capacity vs.
initial discharge capacity for the different cells to determine the reversibility for the electrode, as in Figure 3. One would note that for the
CMC-433 (and also CMC-622) electrode, all the data points fit along
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Figure 3. Initial charge capacity vs initial discharge capacity from depth of
discharge tests.

a straight line. This suggests that the ratio of Li that can be extracted
from the material to that being inserted remains the same, no matter
how much the material is discharge. This is consistent with a coreshell lithiation mechanism during the amorphization of the crystalline
phase during initial discharge.18,19 There are two interesting features
of the line: first, the slope of the line is around 90%, and second, the
x-intercept is non-zero.
To understand the implication of the results, a simple mathematical
model is constructed as follows. Let us first assume that the initial discharge capacity consists of capacities associated with SEI formation
(QSEI ), Li uptake by AB and binder (QAB_binder ) and Li storage inside
Si particles (QSi ). Since the capacity is calculated based on the mass
of silicon, a weight fraction f = (mass of AB + binder)/(mass of Si) is
needed to convert the capacity of QAB_binder [in mAh (AB+binder)−1 ]
into per weight Si. For example, CMC-433 electrode gives f = (30%
+ 30%)/40% = 1.5. Thus, the first discharge capacity (xi ) can be
divided into:


xi = Q S E I,i + f Q AB binder,i + Q Si,i in mAh (g of Si)−1
[1]
During first charge, each contribution has its intrinsic efficiency (εSEI ,
εAB_binder and εSi ). So the first charge capacity (yi ) can be generalized
as:
yi = εSEI Q S E I,i + f ε AB

binder

Q AB

binder,i

+ ε Si Q Si,i

[2]

Eq. 2 can be simplified by defining QSEI as the irreversible part of SEI
formation (thus, εSEI = 0) and putting any reversible part of the SEI
formation into QSi . We also note that because the initial voltage plateau
of Si is below 0.1 V, we expect SEI formation and Li uptake by AB
and binder to occur before lithiation of Si (i.e. QSEI and QAB,binder are
the same for all the cells discharged to different depths of discharge).
Eq. 1 and 2 can be simplified to:
xi = Q S E I + f Q AB
yi = f ε AB

binder

Q AB

binder

+ Q Si,i

[3]

binder

+ ε Si Q Si,i

[4]

Thus, when we plot the initial charge capacity (yi ) vs. initial discharge capacity (xi ) as in Figure 3, the points (xi , yi ) will fall on a
straight line, with
slope = εSi

x-intercept = Q S E I + f Q AB



εAB binder
1
−
bi nder
εSi

[5]

[6]

Figure 4. Graph of x-intercept versus mass ratio of AB + CMC to Si (f) with
different Si particle size.

Our experimental data of the slope of the line in Figure 3 therefore
indicate that the intrinsic initial coulombic efficiency of the Si active
material εSi is ∼90% (Eq. 5). This value is independent of electrode
composition and particle size, as shown in later sections. It is unlikely
that the 10% irreversible capacity is from electrolyte decomposition,
because if it is, the efficiency will decrease if particle size is increased,
which is not the case here. The most likely explanation is that there
is about 10% of the Li trapped inside the material during the amorphization of the c-Si in first discharge, on top of the Li loss from
SEI formation. This is consistent with NMR studies by Key et al.,9
which suggest that there is some Li remaining in the material after
charge. This has large implication for practical battery applications
because this suggests that the first coulombic efficiency (FCE) of c-Si
electrodes can at most be 90%. Amorphous Si, on the other hand, is
expected to have higher intrinsic FCE.
From Eq. 6, the x-intercept of Figure 3 (e.g. 101 mAh g−1 for CMC433) is related to the amount of SEI formed, electrode composition
(f), the amount of Li uptaken by the carbon and binder as well as its
efficiency. These contributions will be further de-convoluted in the
following sections.
Effect of electrode composition (f).—Eq. 6 suggests that the xintercept of Figure 3 should depend linearly on f, the mass ratio of
(AB + binder) to Si. This is reasonable as the larger the amount of
AB and binder; the more Li will be lost during first cycle. To verify
this, electrodes with different compositions (Si:AB:CMC = 40:30:30,
50:25:25 and 60:20:20) are coated and compared. This corresponds
to f = 1.5, 1.0 and 0.667, respectively. In order to simplify the system,
we have kept the weight ratio of AB and CMC the same for all the
electrodes, so that we can treat them as one component instead of two.
The depth of discharge test described in the previous section is
again carried out on each of the electrodes with multiple cells. The
initial charge capacity vs. initial discharge capacity plot for CMC-622
is included in Figure 3. Similarly, all electrodes fall on a straight line
with a slope of about 90%. The error for the determination of the
slope is about ±1%. Since the lines are close together, an expanded
section of the initial part of Figure 3 is shown in the inset for clarity.
The lines are shifted with respect to each other - the larger the amount
of AB and binder, the larger the shift to the right. X-intercepts of the
line for different electrode compositions are calculated and the results
are summarized in Table I and Figure 4. As predicted by Eq. 6, the
x-intercept is linear with respect to f.
The slope of Figure 4 is about 56 mAh g−1 , which should correspond to Q AB bi nder (1 − εAB εSibinder ) from Eq. 6. To verify whether the
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Table I. Slope and x-intercept obtained from depth of discharge tests.
Silicon
Type

Electrode composition
(weight ratio)

f value

Slope of depth of discharge
test (εSi )

X-intercept of depth of discharge
test (mAh (g Si)−1 )

Bulk

6:2:2
5:2.5:2.5
4:3:3
6:2:2
5:2.5:2.5
4:3:3

0.667
1
1.5
0.667
1
1.5

0.92
0.90
0.91
0.92
0.91
0.90

55
70
101
104
129
153

Ballmilled

number is reasonable or not, independent measurements are carried
on coating electrodes with pure AB and CMC to obtain QAB_binder and
εAB_binder . Figure 5 shows the first discharge-charge curve of AB:CMC
= 1:1 electrode, giving QAB_binder = 90 mAh (g AB+CMC)−1 and
εAB_binder = 0.32. Since εSi = 0.9, as obtained from the previous section, we then calculate the value Q AB bi nder (1 − εAB εSibinder ) to be 58
mAh g−1 , which is consistent with the value of 56 mAh g−1 from the
curve fitting in Figure 4.
The last unknown parameter is QSEI , the amount of capacity that is
associated with SEI formation. It can be estimated from the y-intercept
of Figure 4, as indicated by Eq. 6. For bulk Si powder, QSEI is about
16 mAh (g Si)−1 .
Effect of particle size on QSEI .—Since SEI is grown on the surface
of the Si particles, one would expect QSEI to scale with surface area.
To verify that, we ballmilled the Si powder in Ar atmosphere for 24
hours to make them into finer particles. The BET surface area of the Si
particles increases from 1.6 m2 g−1 to 6.6 m2 g−1 after ballmilling. The
particles are spherical in shape with a range of particle size between
a few hundred nm to 5 μm (see Figure 1b). The ballmilled sample is
once again made into electrodes with different electrode compositions
(f), and multiple cells are fabricated to perform the depth of discharge
test. The results from the ballmilled samples are summarized in Table
I. Similar to bulk Si powder, εSi of the ballmilled Si is still ∼90%,
regardless of the size of the particle and surface area. This further
indicates that εSi is the intrinsic initial coulombic efficiency of c-Si.
X-intercepts from the depth of discharge test are larger than that of bulk
Si. This is reasonable as the surface area is larger for the ballmilled
sample.
The results are further summarized in Figure 4. Once again, the xintercept results from the ballmilled sample scale with f with the same
trend as the bulk sample. QSEI of the ballmilled sample is obtained
to be about 68 mAh g−1 (see Table II). The larger the surface area,
the more capacity is associated with SEI formation, and the results fit
with expectations.20,21 Our results show that for every square meters
of surface area of Si, approximately 10 mAh of charge is used for SEI
formation with 1 M LiPF6 FEC/DEC = 1:1 electrolyte. This value is
expected to change with different electrolytes.

Figure 5. First discharge-charge curve of AB:CMC = 1:1 electrode.

Table II. Comparison of bulk and ballmilled Si.
Silicon
Type

BET surface area
(m2 g−1 )

Estimated QSEI
(mAh (g Si)−1 )

Bulk
Ballmilled

1.6
6.6

16
68

Contribution from particle cracking and isolation.—All the electrodes discussed so far show relatively high reversibility during the
initial cycle with insignificant contribution from mechanical strains
within the electrode. This is because the binder contents are 20 wt% or
more. When the amount of binder is reduced, larger irreversibility is
observed. Electrode with Si:AB:CMC = 80:10:10 (CMC-811) is fabricated, and the depth of discharge test is performed on it. The initial
discharge-charge curves of fully discharged CMC-433 and CMC-811
electrodes are shown in Figure 2b. Even though the initial discharge
capacity of the two electrodes are about the same (3500 mAh g−1 ),
the reversible charge capacity of CMC-811 is only about 2200 mAh
g−1 , as opposed to 2800 mAh g−1 for CMC-433. The only difference between the two electrodes is the amount of carbon and binder,
so poor reversibility of the CMC-811 electrode must be due to mechanical issues such as particle cracking and isolation. The depth of
discharge results of CMC-811 from multiple cells are also summarized in Figure 3. Interestingly, below an initial discharge capacity
of about 2000 mAh g−1 , the CMC-811 electrode still show high reversibility similar to that of the CMC-433 electrode. Only when the
discharge capacity exceeds 2000 mAh g−1 , the corresponding charge
capacity deviates from the initial straight line. This suggests that there
is, in fact, a “threshold” discharge capacity up to when the reversibility
in capacity is maintained.
To show that the threshold is due to mechanical issues in the electrode, thickness changes of two CMC-811 electrodes are monitored
during initial cycle with dilatometry (see Figure 6). Electrode 1 is initially discharged to 2000 mAh g−1 and then charged to 1 V; electrode
2 is discharged fully to 3000 mAh g−1 and then charged to 1 V. At

Figure 6. Dilatometry result of CMC-811 electrode discharged to 2000 and
3000 mAh g−1 .
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the beginning when the particles are lithiated, they expand within the
electrode. The only direction that is unobstructed for the particles to
move is out-of-the-plane, so particle expansion will lead to an increase
in electrode thickness, as measured by the dilatometer. While electrode 1 shows a reversible thickness change of around 110% during
first cycle, electrode 2 shows much larger thickness change of 360%
upon lithiation, and this thickness change is only partially recovered
during delithiation. First cycle efficiency is also drastically reduced
for electrode 2, which indicates that the capacity loss in the CMC-811
electrode is only manifested if it is discharged beyond a threshold
capacity (2000 mAh g−1 ), when the electrode integrity is lost due to
the large volume expansion of the active material.
Comparing the dilatometer results here with those in our previous
publication, we find that after discharging with the same capacity, the
thickness increase is smaller for electrode with larger binder content.13
This further verifies that the amount of binder is a critical variable
affecting electrode performance. These results suggest that to improve
mechanical and electrochemical stability of a Si electrode, one should
increase the amount of binder, choose a stronger binder and limit the
discharge capacity.

Cycle stability of Si anode.—Even though CMC-433 electrode
shows good reversibility during the first cycle, cycle stability is poor.
Cycle performance and coulombic efficiency of the ballmilled sample
are shown in Figures 7a and 7b, respectively. Severe capacity fading
is observed for the electrode discharged to 3000 mAh g−1 – capacity
drops to below 1000 mAh g−1 after 40 cycles. Coulombic efficiency
of the electrode is around 97% during the initial 10 cycles.
When the electrode is tested with a capacity limitation during
discharge, the measured charge capacity remains stable for a number
of cycles, followed by drastic decay after a “failure point” (F). For
example, when the discharge capacity limitation is set at 1500 mAh
g−1 , F is equal to 20 cycles (as shown in Figure 7a). When the capacity
limitation is set at 1000 mAh g−1 , F is extended to 65 cycles. The
number of cycle that the charge capacity can be sustained is larger
with smaller capacity limitation. This suggests that the reversibility
of the capacity is better with shallow charge-discharge cycles. This
is reasonable as deeper charge-discharge cycles induce larger volume
change in the electrode. The coulombic efficiency of electrodes (CE)
during cycle also depends on the amount of capacity limitation –

Figure 8. XRD measurement of CMC-433 electrode (at charged state) after
cycles with 1000 mAh g−1 capacity limitation. Intensity is normalized with
respect to Cu peak from the current collector at 43.3◦ .

fewer side reactions are observed for shallow charge-discharge cycles
(Figure 7b), leading to better cycle stability.
To further understand the mechanism leading to capacity decay
in these CMC-433 electrodes, the cumulative capacity during cycling
is studied. An example of it with a capacity limitation of 1000 mAh
g−1 is plotted in Figure 7c. The red lines correspond to the chargedischarge curves of the 1st , 10th , 20th , 60th and 300th cycle. We can
see that the curves gradually shift to the right with time. In addition, the potential that is reached after end of discharge gradually
decreases with cycling, and eventually becomes 0.01 V at the failure
point F. Similar observations were previously reported by Oumellal
et al. when they cycled nano-Si in EC/DMC-based electrolyte.22,23
They argued that the shift in the cumulative capacity and lowering of
the end-of-discharge potential with cycling are due to continual SEI
formation, leading to pore clogging at the end of life. Instead, we
attribute this irreversibility in our electrodes to a combination of factors: continual SEI formation, continual lithiation of the un-reacted Si,
lithium-trapping inside the material, and also mechanical breakdown

Figure 7. (a) Cycle performance of ballmilled Si with CMC-433 composition. (b) Coulombic efficiency with respect to cycle. (c) Cumulative capacity with 1000
mAh g−1 capacity limitation. (d) Upper and lower bounds of the cumulative capacity as shown in (c).
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Figure 9. (a) Cycle performance of ballmilled Si with CMC or PI. (b) Coulombic efficiency with respect to cycle. (c) Cycle performance with 1000 mAh g−1
capacity limitation. (d) Coulombic efficiency with 1000 mAh g−1 capacity limitation.

of the binder. First of all, contribution from continual SEI formation
in our electrode is expected to be less than that in Oumellal, as we use
particles with smaller surface area and FEC/DEC as the electrolyte,
which is shown to form a stronger SEI layer than EC/DMC.11,24–26 In
addition, despite the constant charged capacity that can be obtained
initially with 1000 mAh g−1 capacity limitation, XRD measurements
of electrodes after different cycles show that the crystalline Si peak
decreases gradually with cycling (see Figure 8). This indicates that
the core crystalline Si that is originally not reacted due to capacity
limitation is slowly shrinking. With the utilization of “fresh” c-Si during each cycle, a growing amount of lithium is trapped inside the Si
matrix as the initial CE is 90%. This also leads to larger and larger
volume change in the electrode. Particle isolation is also a major issue
in the electrode with weak CMC binder, as evidence that the the upper
bound of the cumulative capacity after successive cycling (as shown
in Figure 7d) increases only to 2500 mAh g−1 , much smaller than the
>3000 mAh g−1 capacity that can be obtained from these electrode if
it is fully discharged initially. So some of the particles are not accessed
with repeated cycling.
The importance of the mechanical strength of the Si electrode to
its cycle stability is further demonstrated by changing to a polyimide
(PI) binder. We observed that the cycle performance and coulombic
efficiency of the PI-622 electrode are much improved (see Figures 9a
and 9b). While coulombic efficiency is between 95–96% initially for
Si-CMC electrode, it is increased to 98.5% for Si-PI electrode. Since
the Si material used in both electrodes are the same, the difference
in coulombic efficiency is not due to the material (surface or bulk),
but to the strength of the binder, as PI is known to be stronger than
CMC.13,27–29 Our results suggest that about 2–3% of the irreversibility
of the Si-CMC electrodes comes from mechanical problems in the
electrode.
Figures 9c and 9d show the cycle performance of Si-CMC and SiPI electrodes with 1000 mAh g−1 capacity limitation. While charge
capacity of Si-CMC is stable only for about 65 cycles, that of Si-PI
can be stable for more than 300 cycles. Coulombic efficiency of Si-PI
with capacity limitation stays around 99.5%, indicating that PI binder
is able to reduce irreversibility and prolong cycle life. The remaining
0.5% irreversibility may be due to continual SEI formation and Li
trapped in the active material.
Overall, one of the key factors to cycle stability of Si electrode is
the coulombic efficiency for each cycle – the higher the coulombic effi-

ciency, the better the cycle performance. Working with smaller particle
size (less cracking), engineering new electrolyte to form stronger SEI
layer, limiting charge-discharge capacity and changing to a stronger
binder are therefore useful strategies in prolonging cycle life of Si
electrodes.
Conclusions
Factors affecting the charge and discharge capacities of Si electrodes are investigated in this study. Reversible capacity during the
first cycle depends on the amorphization of Si from c-Si to a-Si, the
amount of carbon black and binder, and the amount of SEI formed. The
crystalline-to-amorphous transition of Si has an intrinsic efficiency of
about 90% and the amount of SEI formed scales with particle surface
area. In addition, if the binder is weak, or there is insufficient amount
of binder, large irreversible capacity is observed, which is attributed to
particle cracking and isolation from the large volume changes during
charge and discharge.
In subsequent cycles, cycle stability is governed by the coulombic
efficiency of the electrode. The larger the coulombic efficiency, the
better the stability. Limiting the utilization of Si (capacity limit) is one
method to improve cycle performance. Though, because cycle efficiency is not 100%, there is continual utilization of Si, leading to Li
trapping in the active material, and eventually, mechanical breakdown
of the electrode due to increasing volume expansion. Our results indicate that in order to further improve cycle stability of Si electrodes,
it is essential to increasing the amount of binder or changing to a
stronger binder such as polyimide.
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